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Doing Our Own Thinking for Ourselves:
On Quentin Skinner’s Genealogical Turn

Melissa Lane

In the original publication of ‘‘Meaning and Understanding in the History
of Ideas,’’ the fortieth anniversary of which occasioned the gathering from
which these articles issue,1 Quentin Skinner enjoined that when it comes to
seeking ‘‘answers’’ to philosophical (we may take him to have meant
political-philosophical) questions, ‘‘we must learn to do our own thinking
for ourselves.’’2 The work of the historian and the work of the political
philosopher, in the original manifesto, were sharply distinct. Yet in later
works Skinner has pointed to ways in which historical studies can inform
or inspire our current thinking about politics in ways which seem to some

1 The paper I presented at the conference was entitled ‘‘Doing Our Thinking for Our-
selves: Method and Politics after Quentin Skinner,’’ and some of the arguments there
(including a distinction between mental and performative freedom) have been published
in Melissa Lane, ‘‘Constraint, Freedom, and Exemplar: History and Theory wthout Tele-
ology,’’ in Political Philosophy versus History? Contextualism and Real Politics in
Contemporary Political Thought, eds. Jonathan Floyd and Marc Stears (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, forthcoming), 128–50. The present article explores similar
themes (freedom and genealogy) with some minor overlap with that one (with permission
of Cambridge University Press), but does so by considering Nietzsche’s own text and
Skinner’s recent lecture on a genealogy of the state, neither of these having been foci of
the original paper or of the article now published in the Floyd and Stears volume.
2 Quentin Skinner, ‘‘Meaning and Understanding in the History of Ideas,’’ History and
Theory 8 (1969): 3–53, at 52; repr. in Meaning and Context: Quentin Skinner and His
Critics, ed. James Tully (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1988), 29–67, and
with changes in Visions of Politics, Vol.1: Regarding Method, by Quentin Skinner (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 57–89.
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to reject or fall afoul of his original strict division of labor.3 In this article, I
focus on one of the most recent turns in Skinner’s work, to a practice of
genealogy, assessing its implications for the question of what it might now
mean for Skinner, and for his readers, to do our thinking for ourselves.

The first question is whether doing our thinking for ourselves is some-
thing that we were originally meant to do independently of the doing of the
history of political thought which Skinner was at the same time calling for
and enacting. In other words, was the enjoinder really a double one, that
we (historians of political thought) must prosecute our inquiries histori-
cally; while at the same time but entirely independently, we (the same group
of historians? or now a wider body of citizens?) must think for ourselves
about the political predicaments we face? If so, there might in principle be
no effect of the former inquiries on the latter process of thinking for our-
selves. Richard Tuck once suggested this as a possible outcome of the early
Cambridge School model: by segregating off historical questions about
what writers had meant to do in saying what they did, the ground was
cleared for normative political philosophy to flourish afresh.4 Tuck there
even speculated that the senior generation of Cambridge historians might
have developed their method in response to the new self-assertion of nor-
mative political philosophy beginning with Rawls’s articles in the 1960s.

Yet this is not the path that was subsequently taken, and his brief but
sharp criticisms of neo-Kantians show Skinner rejecting this path as inap-
propriate even for philosophy to take.5 Instead, as Tuck observed, the
‘‘attack on the notion that we will get our political values from a simple
scrutiny of the great texts’’ has been prosecuted by the senior figures of the
loosely termed Cambridge School along the lines of a second and distinct
path: the development of ‘‘an historical criticism of modern theories.’’6

That attack on a simple application of the canonical texts to modern prob-
lems has however not prevented Skinner from identifying three contri-
butions which his practice of history can make to current thinking,
contributions which were identified most directly and summatively in the

3 For example, Robert Lamb, ‘‘Recent Developments in the Thought of Quentin Skinner
and the Ambitions of Contextualism,’’ Journal of the Philosophy of History 3 (2009):
246–65.
4 Richard Tuck, ‘‘The Contribution of History,’’ in A Companion to Contemporary Polit-
ical Philosophy, eds. Robert E. Goodin and Philip Pettit (Oxford: Blackwell, 1993),
72–89.
5 Quentin Skinner, ‘‘Retrospect: Studying Rhetoric and Conceptual Change,’’ in Regard-
ing Method, 175–87, at 177.
6 Tuck, ‘‘The Contribution of History,’’ 83.
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revised as well as novel papers included in Visions of Politics in 2002. I
call these falsifiability, fruits, and freedom; the first two are still today usu-
ally described by him in the language of archaeology, while the third—
freedom—is a value which he has promoted for a long time as a possible
result of his method, but which is also particularly closely associated with
his newly adopted practice of genealogy (a term which has emerged in his
work only after Visions of Politics was published). Hence, after surveying
the three claims as made in Visions of Politics, I will turn to the specific
claims about freedom made in his more recent work on behalf of genealogy.

First, falsifiability. This is what I take to be the force of Skinner’s claim
in Visions of Politics that ‘‘some of what we currently believe about, say,
our moral or political arrangements turns out to be directly questionable,’’
as a result of the ‘‘excavations’’ practiced by historians and ethnographers
(note the archaeological term).7 His examples are all cases of falsifiability:
Adkins on ancient Greece falsifies the claim that moral codes must be predi-
cated on individual responsibility; Geertz’s Bali shows that there can be ‘‘a
concept of the state in the absence of centralized systems of power’’; Skin-
ner’s own studies ‘‘show that there need be no necessary connection’’
between a theory of individual liberty and a theory of rights.8 Note that this
is more than the establishment of contingency (that our arrangements could
have been in some sense otherwise); it is the falsification of a claim of neces-
sity. The claim is close in spirit to one made by James Tully, who argues
that ‘‘a history or genealogy of the formation of . . . specific languages and
practices’’ frees us to see as contingent certain presuppositions ‘‘taken for
granted or given as necessary in our present practices.’’9 Implied by both
Skinner and Tully is that such freeing will enable us to do better in thinking
for ourselves.

Second are the substantive fruits of historical researches into our own
culture and history, or what Skinner calls in the same discussion the ‘‘buried
treasure’’ which Tully’s own work, for example, has recovered ‘‘from the
perspective of an earlier tradition swept aside by the onrush of the imperial-
ist phase of modern European history.’’10 Note again the archaeological
language of buried treasure, echoing the conclusion of Liberty before Lib-

7 Quentin Skinner, ‘‘Interpretation and the Understanding of Speech Acts,’’ in Regarding
Method, 103–27, at 126; compare Skinner, Liberty before Liberalism (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1998), 113.
8 Skinner, ‘‘Interpretation,’’ 126.
9 James Tully, Public Philosophy in a New Key, Vol. 1: Democracy and Civic Freedom
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 17.
10 Skinner, ‘‘Interpretation,’’ 126.
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eralism, which also spoke of the intellectual historian as ‘‘a kind of
archaeologist’’ retrieving ‘‘buried intellectual treasure.’’11 Weaker than
the (falsification of) necessity in the first contribution, this is a claim of
(past) actuality and an implication of (present) relevance. These too are
stronger modal claims than that of contingency: it is not merely that
things could have been otherwise, but (a) they were otherwise, and (b)
they now represent a valuable treasure, one which must match up to some
degree to our present values at ‘‘some deeper level’’ in order for us to be
able to retrieve these fruits without fear of having ‘‘alien values . . . foisted
upon us.’’12

The third theme, that of freedom, is not (one must acknowledge) solely
associated with genealogy in Skinner’s work; it has often been presented by
him as a more general benefit of historical understanding. He uses the lan-
guage of liberation most strikingly in his introduction to the first volume
(Regarding Method) of his Visions of Politics. An understanding of the past,
he wrote there, enables us to see ‘‘how far the values embodied in our pres-
ent way of life, and our present ways of thinking about those values, reflect
a series of choices made at different times between different possible
worlds.’’ ‘‘This awareness,’’ in turn, ‘‘can help to liberate us from the grip
of any one hegemonal account of those values and how they should be
interpreted and understood.’’13 The theme of liberation is repeated in the
last line of this chapter, glossing the ‘‘political plea’’ ‘‘to recognise that the
pen is a mighty sword’’ and can be used to ‘‘undermine’’ as well as to
‘‘underpin our practices’’: ‘‘We may be freer than we sometimes suppose.’’

If history as archaeology brought the benefits of falsification and bur-
ied fruits, and history more generally could provide freedom, why then has
Skinner in his more recent work turned to the language and practice of
genealogy, so implicitly (and sometimes explicitly) associating himself with
the practices of Nietzsche, Weber, and Foucault? (It is striking that John
Pocock by contrast has clung to the language of archaeology.) What is puta-
tively gained, and what is actually gained, by Skinner’s genealogical turn,

11 Skinner, Liberty before Liberalism, 112.
12 Ibid., 117.
13 All the quotations in the latter part of this paragraph come from Skinner, ‘‘Introduc-
tion: Seeing Things Their Way,’’ in Regarding Method, 1–7, at 6–7. These sentences are
adapted from the concluding discussion of Skinner, Liberty before Liberalism, 117, where
a different sentence stood in the place of the one to which this note is attached, reading:
‘‘Equipped with a broader sense of possibility, we can stand back from the intellectual
commitments we have inherited and ask ourselves in a new spirit of enquiry what we
should think of them.’’
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in particular in relation to the freedom which history and now specifically
genealogy are meant to provide?

The most prominent example of Skinnerian genealogy is found in his
British Academy lecture of 2008, ‘‘A Genealogy of the Modern State,’’ pub-
lished in 2009.14 The lecture begins with a very modest claim for genealogy:
by practicing it, we ‘‘uncover the different ways in which it may have been
used in earlier times’’ and thereby ‘‘equip ourselves with a means of reflect-
ing critically on how it is currently understood.’’15 The next page, however,
asserts a robust and definite outcome of its practice: ‘‘To investigate the
genealogy of the state is to discover that there has never been any agreed
concept to which the word state has answered,’’ a contention which Skinner
notes is a correction to his own earlier work ‘‘in which I was still operating
with the assumption that there is one distinctive concept of the modern
state that historians can hope to uncover’’ (there he had written, ‘‘If we
wish to witness the moment at which the powers of the state were finally
described as such . . .’’).16 Skinner invokes Nietzsche’s claim (in fact made
in the Genealogy of Morality, 2:13) that ‘‘only that which has no history is
definable,’’ asserting that ‘‘As the genealogy of the state unfolds, what it
reveals is the contingent and contestable character of the concept, the
impossibility of showing that it has any essence or natural boundaries.’’17 I
will return to his concluding introductory remarks on the value of such a
genealogy in my own conclusion. At present, I want to explore some recent
models of genealogy to which Skinner himself refers, and apply them to
Nietzsche’s own text, in order to assess the extent to which Skinnerian
genealogy follows or diverges from these models.

I begin with the three interventions cited by Skinner as offering ‘‘fur-
ther considerations along these lines’’ of claiming that genealogy ‘‘reveals
. . . the contingent and contestable character of the concept,’’ by Raymond
Geuss, Mark Bevir, and Tyler Krupp respectively. Krupp’s emphasis is
squarely on contingency: he writes that ‘‘genealogy narrates the contingent

14 Quentin Skinner, ‘‘A Genealogy of the Modern State,’’ Proceedings of the British Acad-
emy 162 (2009): 325–70. What is announced as a ‘‘greatly abbreviated’’ version is pub-
lished as ‘‘The Sovereign State: A Genealogy,’’ in Sovereignty in Fragments, eds. Hent
Kalmo and Quentin Skinner (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 26–46. In
what follows, reference will be made to the former, as Skinner, ‘‘A Genealogy.’’
15 Skinner, ‘‘A Genealogy,’’ 325.
16 Ibid., 326 with n.1, where he claims to be correcting Skinner, ‘‘The State of Princes to
the Person of the State,’’ in Visions of Politics, vol. 2: Renaissance Virtues, 368–413, at
394–95 (on 394 he had spoken of ‘‘the moment at which the powers of the state were
finally described as such’’).
17 Skinner, ‘‘A Genealogy,’’ 326.
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path of historical unities,’’ and that ‘‘however contingency is understood,
it stands in stark contrast to teleological narrativised history.’’18 Geuss
and Bevir also both highlight contingency in Nietzsche’s approach: Geuss
characterizes Nietzsche’s Genealogy of Morality as ‘‘reveal[ing] Christian
morality to arise from the historically contingent conjunction of a large
number of . . . separate series of processes’’ without a single origin, while
Bevir remarks that ‘‘Nietzsche searches for the contingent, accidental
sources of a belief [in any moral principles].’’19 Yet both of them go beyond
contingency in identifying a further dimension of Nietzsche’s approach:
that of an evaluative reversal of the posited or presumed origins of the
phenomenon by its adherents. Bevir argues that genealogy does not work
as a method against just any set of ideas or practices, but only against those
which deny or would deny their origins: ‘‘genealogy operates as a form of
critique because it applies the denaturalizing tendency of radical historicism
to unsettle those who ascribe a spurious naturalness to their particular
beliefs and actions.’’20 That is, only those who are committed to such spuri-
ous naturalness need find the results of a critical genealogy disturbing (here
Bevir proposes reserving the term ‘‘genealogy’’ for ‘‘critical’’ as opposed to
what Bernard Williams called ‘‘vindicatory’’ instances).21 Geuss finds Nietz-
sche ‘‘to emphasize that the history delineated in a genealogy won’t gener-
ally exhibit unbroken lines of value-preserving succession, but will rather
be characterized by an overwhelming contingency, and dominated by vio-
lent forms of human action based on pervasive delusions.’’ Given Nietz-
sche’s specific insistence that origin and value diverge, giving the genealogy
of an idea or practice will not necessarily undermine its current value, nor
will it do so for everyone. Rather, as Geuss suggests in line with Bevir, ‘‘a
genealogy can undermine various beliefs about the origins of different
forms of valuation’’; for example, ‘‘if I am a Christian I may need to believe
certain things about the origin of Christian forms of valuation . . . if those
beliefs are undermined, I may feel my values undermined, too, but this is as
it were my problem, not part of the intention of the genealogy.’’22 Thus the

18 Tyler Krupp, ‘‘Genealogy as Critique?,’’ Journal of the Philosophy of History 2 (2008):
315–37, at 319.
19 Raymond Geuss, ‘‘Nietzsche and Genealogy,’’ in his Morality, Culture, and History:
Essays on German Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 1–28, at
4. Mark Bevir, ‘‘What is Genealogy?,’’ Journal of the Philosophy of History 2 (2008):
263–75, at 266.
20 Bevir, ‘‘What is Genealogy?,’’ 271.
21 Bernard Williams, Truth and Truthfulness: An Essay in Genealogy (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2002), 36–37.
22 Geuss, ‘‘Nietzsche and Genealogy,’’ 5, for quotation in previous sentence; 20 for both
quotations in the sentence to which this note is appended.
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import of critical genealogy for valuation (that is, a form of doing our
thinking for ourselves) varies from the more general to the more specific
among these three commentators. For Krupp, genealogy simply reveals con-
tingency in place of teleology; for Bevir, it reveals a contingency which
undermines the claims of naturalness which some adherents of current
practices or ideas make; for Geuss, it reveals a specific discrepancy between
the beliefs of certain valuers today about the origins of their valuations, and
the actual origins uncovered by the genealogy.

Which of these three accounts, if any, corresponds best to Nietzsche’s
and Skinner’s practices of genealogy respectively? While in this short space
a reading of Nietzsche’s Genealogy of Morality cannot be fully referenced
or situated in the secondary literature, I will venture five contentions about
that text. The first is a preliminary one; the next three are the specific claims
Nietzsche makes that are often too loosely summed up under the heading
of ‘‘contingency’’; the last are claims Nietzsche makes that tell against sum-
ming up the prior claims as ‘‘contingency.’’ First, as a preliminary, we must
note:

(i) Origins not Value: genealogy in the GM is limited in scope in
its Preface to that of offering ‘‘hypotheses on the origins of moral-
ity’’ (I.4, emphasis original),23 an inquiry which Nietzsche explic-
itly distinguishes from the ‘‘much more important’’ investigation
of the ‘‘value of morality [emphasis original]’’ (I.5, emphasis origi-
nal) which he had previously been engaged with in writing
Human, All Too Human.

This supports Geuss’s distinction between origin and value noted above,
but at the price of exposing his mistaken characterization of the Preface as
setting out one of the two principal aims of the book as asking ‘‘What is
the value of (our) morality?’’24 In fact, Nietzsche takes pains in I.5 to make
clear that this is not the question of the Genealogy of Morality, although it
had been the question of Human, All Too Human and would characterize

23 The English translation is quoted by essay and section only from Nietzsche, On the
Genealogy of Morality, ed. Keith Ansell-Pearson (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1994). The standard German edition of the text is Friedrich Nietzsche, Werke:
Kritische Gesamtausgabe, eds. Giorgio Colli and Mazzino Montinari (Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter, 1967–), VI-2, also available in the electronic edition Nietzsches Werke:
Historisch-kritische Ausgabe, ed. Malcolm Brown (Charlottesville, Va.: Past Masters,
InteLex Corporation, 1995), VI-2.
24 Geuss, ‘‘Nietzsche and Genealogy,’’ 18.
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other work through Beyond Good and Evil. This is but one reason to think
that the Genealogy of Morality, far from being Nietzsche’s summa, is rather
more of a sideshow to the main lines of his thought.25

Next are the three claims that, I think, are often too crudely bundled
together under the heading of ‘‘contingency’’:

(ii) History not Definition: the claim that ‘‘only that which has no
history is definable’’ (II.13), cited by Skinner, and explained well
by Geuss as holding ‘‘because anything that has a history will par-
take, like Christianity, in the continuing struggle between wills
attempting to impose their meaning or purpose on the item in
question, a struggle with constantly shifting outcomes.’’26

(iii) Origins not Later Purpose: the claim that ‘‘the origin of emer-
gence of a thing and its ultimate usefulness . . . are toto coelo
separate; that anything in existence, having somehow come about,
is continually interpreted anew, requisitioned anew, transformed
and redirected to a new purpose by a power superior to it’’ (II.12).
(iv) Origins [of values] not what Worshippers of Values Imagine:
‘‘All good things used to be bad things at one time; every original
sin has turned into an original virtue’’ (III.9); ‘‘The situation [of
the ascetic ideal] is therefore the precise opposite of what the wor-
shippers of this ideal imagine. . . . the ascetic ideal is a trick for the
preservation of life’’ (III.13).

I would suggest that the full import and internal structure of History not
Definition, Origins not Later Purpose, and Origins not what Worshippers
of Values Imagine, are not well captured by a simplified rubric of ‘‘contin-
gency.’’ It is true that History not Definition has some connection with
contingency, insofar as Nietzsche does stress that the genealogist’s tracing
of interpretative contests for power requires us to reject teleological
accounts of history: ‘‘the ‘development’ of a thing, a tradition, an organ is
therefore certainly not its progressus towards a goal, still less it is a logical
progressus, taking the shortest route with least expenditure of energy and
cost’’ (II.12). And insofar as a teleological account might tend to explain

25 For further support of this view on other grounds, see Melissa Lane, ‘‘Honesty as the
Best Policy: Nietzsche on Redlichkeit and the Contrast between Stoic and Epicurean
Strategies of the Self,’’ in Histories of Postmodernism, eds. Mark Bevir, Jill Hargis, and
Sara Rushing (New York: Routledge, 2007), 25–51, especially 26.
26 Geuss, ‘‘Nietzsche and Genealogy,’’ 13.
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origins in terms of later purpose, and to preserve positive valence across the
origin and later purpose of a value, Origins not Later Purpose and Origins
not what Worshippers of Values Imagine also have some connection with
contingency. Yet a better rubric to unite these three contentions would unite
(a) Contestation: interpretative contestation as expressing will to power or
life, with (b) Debunking: debunking continuity of value from origins to
later purpose and values assumed by adherents.

The case for identifying Contestation and Debunking rather than mere
contingency as doing the work in Nietzschean genealogy (even though the
former two do to some extent imply the latter) is strengthened when we
consider a contention about the text which pulls against the thought that a
narrative of contingency is at its heart, namely:

(v) Interpretative Schemata: far from highlighting a wholly ran-
dom series of contingent developments, the Genealogy of Morality
in fact offers a number of generalizations about what drives the
interpretative contests over concepts and values, albeit generaliza-
tions which don’t predict the precise trajectory of a given value
(and don’t mean that its path will be logical, or always non-
random—yet it will not always be random).

The same passage in II.12 from which I have been quoting above makes
this point: ‘‘everything that occurs in the organic world consists of over-
powering, dominating, and in their turn, overpowering and dominating
consist of re-interpretation, adjustment, in the process of which their for-
mer ‘meaning’ [Sinn] and ‘purpose’ must necessarily be obscured or wholly
obliterated.’’ Indeed, Nietzsche goes out of his way to ‘‘lay stress on this
major point of historical method’’—the generalization that ‘‘The amount
of ‘progress’ can actually be measured according to how much has had to
be sacrificed to it’’—‘‘especially as it runs counter to just that prevailing
instinct and fashion which would much rather come to terms with absolute
randomness, and even the mechanistic senselessness of all events, than the
theory that a power-will is acted out in all that happens’’ (II.12). Thus
interpretative contestation and debunking are more central to Nietzsche’s
account than the contingency of their outcomes; the overall pattern of his-
tory is not random or simple contingency (Krupp), nor a simple undermin-
ing of naturalness (Bevir), but the specific contingencies that result from the
conflict over and contest of interpretations driven by the will to power (here
I agree with Geuss).
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Yet, as both Bevir and Geuss acknowledge, such a genealogy will only
be unsettling for those who share those valuations. For a scholar simply
interested in revealing a variety and contingency of past conceptions of a
contested concept in (a), or simply interested in showing contingency as a
way of challenging naturalness in (b), the specificity of Nietzsche’s genea-
logical approach will be left behind.

And this, I submit, is the case for Skinner. His genealogy of the modern
state focuses on only a limited version of (a): while he acknowledges conflict
and contestation over ideological defenses and definitions of the state, he
does not root these in an overall historical account of the drives of life or
will to power. More importantly, his genealogy offers only a limited version
of (b). It is not addressed primarily to true believers in a certain conception
of that state who take its origins to be consonant with its current purposes
and their own beliefs. Admittedly, many of his readers may assume that a
certain conception of the state is natural, and Skinner’s genealogy seeks to
debunk that assumption by demonstrating that it is only one of many which
have contended for ideological dominance (to this extent according with
Bevir’s model of genealogy). Yet his account puts all of those rival contend-
ers on an evaluative par with one another, in contrast to Nietzsche’s explic-
itly evaluative interest in showing that current valuers cannot maintain their
prized valuations of their own origins, which are (as a rule) rooted in the
very opposite of what they now value, in the fullest account of his geneal-
ogy provided by Geuss. That is, the truly critical aspect of Nietzsche’s
method inflecting both (a) and (b) is missing from Skinner’s text, which
appears to embrace a more general historical method than that of Nietz-
schean genealogy.27 Neither Skinner himself nor most of his readers will be
committed to an unbroken origins-of-value story about the conceptions of
the state whose genealogy he traces, even if they do unthinkingly regard
them as natural, and so for them—as Bevir and Geuss agree—the genealogy
will have no debunking effect.

What is left in Skinner’s genealogical method is a general focus on
contingency and a rejection of the project of definition in favor of a histori-
cal narrative of battles to impose interpretations. That is partially Nietz-
schean, but only partially. It is, however, truly Skinnerian, being already to

27 Indeed, I agree with Martin Saar, ‘‘Understanding Genealogy: History, Power, and the
Self,’’ Journal of the Philosophy of History 2 (2008): 295–314, at 297, in rejecting for
Nietzsche—and, I think, for Skinner himself pace his own claims—Alexander Nehamas’s
claim that for Nietzsche ‘‘genealogy is history, correctly practiced.’’ For the latter claim,
see Alexander Nehamas, Nietzsche: Life as Literature (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1985), 246, endorsed by Geuss, ‘‘Nietzsche and Genealogy,’’ 17.
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some extent implicit in ‘‘Meaning and Understanding,’’ in the Wittgenstei-
nian perspective on ‘‘meaning as use’’ there which shaped his continued
commitment to writing a history of the uses of concepts rather than a his-
tory of concepts per se.28 Genealogy in Skinner’s tamed version is not very
Nietzschean, but neither is it very novel in his work: rather, it is close to
what he has broadly been doing all along.

Skinner concludes his ‘‘genealogy of the modern state’’ by asking:
‘‘What, if anything, has been lost as a result of the widespread repudiation
of the earlier and more explicitly normative ways of thinking about the
state that my genealogy has brought to light?’’29 He answers with an avow-
edly normative claim, that the fictional theory of the state is ‘‘a way of
thinking that ought never to have been set aside’’ because ‘‘we can scarcely
hope to talk coherently about the nature of public power without making
some reference to the idea of the state as a fictional or moral person distinct
from both rulers and ruled.’’30 This is hardly a statement of contingency, let
alone a debunking or critical one. Indeed it comes very close to a claim of
what Williams would call vindicatory necessity: that to think about the
general phenomenon of public power, we need to think about the state and
specifically about the state as a fictional person. Thus whereas the introduc-
tion to the lecture had asked whether ‘‘a genealogy of the state [can] free us
to re-imagine the concept in different and perhaps more fruitful ways,’’31

its results are not an open-ended expansion of our sense of utter contin-
gency, but rather (as already intimated in the same paragraph of the intro-
duction) the need to recover previously abandoned and ‘‘more explicitly
normative theories’’ which the genealogy brings to light. Far from being an
only partially Nietzschean exposure of contingency which belies general
definition, or a truly Nietzschean exercise in debunking evaluative reversal
of current self-narratives, the genealogy Skinner offers is prescriptive in its
results: it traces a wrong normative turn and results in a specific prescrip-
tion for a better one.

If Skinner’s self-presentation of his genealogical turn is misleading as
to its actual nature and outcomes, does it follow that the turn itself is mis-

28 On the Wittgensteinian dimension of his own thinking, see the interview with him in
Petri Koikkalainen and Sami Syrjåmåki, ‘‘Quentin Skinner on Encountering the Past,’’
Finnish Yearbook of Political Thought 6 (2002): 34–63, at 44–48; on conceptual change,
see Skinner in ‘‘Retrospect,’’ ‘‘Moral Principles and Social Change,’’ in Regarding
Method, 145–57, and ‘‘The Idea of a Cultural Lexicon,’’ in Regarding Method, 158–74.
29 Skinner, ‘‘A Genealogy,’’ 361.
30 Ibid., 362.
31 Ibid., 326.
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taken? In fact, I think that the conclusion of his British Academy lecture is
productive in filling out a richer sense of what it might mean to learn from
history in ‘‘do our own thinking for ourselves’’ than he had hitherto
offered. We do our thinking for ourselves in assessing the normative inade-
quacy of certain current accounts of the state to current purposes and needs
(even, he suggests broadly, to virtually any purposes and needs involving
the nature of public power); and in doing that thinking, we make use of
certain alternatives that had been lost in history (buried treasure) but are
potentially available to be incorporated into our thinking again. The condi-
tions of that recovery—better termed a transformation than a simple
retrieval—are themselves contingent, but they are not ruled out by that very
contingency. Contexts are not species; elements of past contexts may be
long-lasting, or conversely untimely, and in either case they may be avail-
able for present-day transformative recovery. Insofar as genealogy frees us
to do our thinking for ourselves, and shows us how history might help us
in doing so, Skinner’s genealogical turn is at once less novel, more modest,
and more productive than his own characterization of it makes it appear.

Princeton University.
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